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(57) Abstract

In mobile communications systems transmission antenna diversity is used e.g. to compensate for fading caused to the signal on the
radio path. It is known to make the choice of transmission antenna jointly for all subscriber connections, but it is not hereby possible to
offer the optimum transmission antenna to simultaneous connections. The present invention aims at a method for implementing transmission
antenna diversity on a data transmission connection, which is set up between a transmitting unit <BS), wherein there are several transmission
antenna routes (ANT1, ANT2, ANT3), and a receiving unit (MSI, MS2). In the method, a broadcast signal is transmitted through all

transmission antenna routes (ANT1, ANT2, ANT3) of the transmitting unit, with the aid of these signals a choice is made in the receiving
unit (MSI, MS2) of the optimum transmission antenna route and a message of the choice is transmitted to the transmitting unit (BS), which
transmits user data through the transmission antenna route connected for use. According to the invention, the method is characterised in
that the broadcast signal of each transmission antenna route is shaped by an individual signal shaping method which is different from the
others and a transmission antenna route is connected for use based on the received antenna choice message, individually for each receiving
unit.
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Transmission antenna diversity

Field of the invention

The invention concerns a method and an arrangement for arrang-

5 ing transmission antenna diversity in a mobile communication system.

Background of the invention

In radio systems implemented by CDMA (Code Division Multiple

Access), the operation is based on scattered spectrum communication. The

10 transmitted signal is scattered by an individual hash code W», e.g. a Walsh

code, addressed to the subscriber, whereby the transmission is spread out

on a broadband radio channel, which is e.g. 1,25; 6,4 or 20 MHz. Hereby it is

possible on the same broadband radio channel to transmit simultaneously to

several subscribers CDMA signals processed with different hash codes. In

1 5 CDMA systems, the special hash code of each subscriber hereby produces a

traffic channel in the system in the same sense as the time slot in a TDMA
system. E.g. in an IS-95, the hash code means a code, by which the chan-

nels are distinguished from one another. All transmitted hash codes can also

be multiplied by a scrambling code which is specific for the base transceiver

20 station or the antenna. At the receiving end, the CDMA signal is broken up

using the subscriber's hash code, whereby a narrow-band signal will result.

The broadband signals of other subscribers represent noise in the receiver

beside the desired signal. In this application reference is mostly made to a

CDMA system in accordance with the IS-95 standard, although the inven-

25 tion is suitable for any system. In CDMA systems, the communication may

be TDD-based (Time Division Duplex), whereby the uplink and downlink di-

rections of the base station connections are set up at the same frequency in

different time slots, or FDD-based (Frequency Division Duplex), whereby the

frequencies of the uplink and downlink channels differ from each other by a

30 duplex frequency.

It must be possible in all cellular systems to regulate at least the

transmission power of the mobile station, so that its transmission will arrive at

the base transceiver station with an adequate signal-to-noise ratio irrespec-

tively of how far the mobile station is located from the base transceiver sta-

35 tion. Power control is described in the following using a CDMA system as an

example. Figure 1 in the appended drawing shows a downlink CDMA traffic

BNSDOCID: <WO Q9S64Q7A2 I >
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channel (Forward Traffic Channel), which includes the following code chan-

nels: a common channel, one synchronising channel, from one to seven
calling channels and a maximum number of 61 traffic channels. The maxi-

mum is when there is only one calling channel besides the synchronizing

5 channel. Each code channel is orthogonally spread and thus broadened by
using a random noise sequence phase quadrature pair .

On the common channel a scattered spectrum signal is transmitted

constantly at standard power, which signal is used for synchronising the MS
mobile stations and for other broadcasting to the mobile stations.

10 The traffic is used for transfer of user and signalling information to

the mobile station MS. Each downlink traffic channel contains a power con-

trol sub-channel, on which power control commands are transferred to the

mobile station during the connection, in response to which the mobile station

will change its transmission power.

15 The power control sub-channel is formed so that power control bits

are contantly transmitted among the bits of the normal traffic channel. The
bits are located in the frame so that from the completed traffic channel,

which is a convolution coded and interleaved frame formed by modulation

symbols, two successive modulation symbols are removed at regular inter-

20 vals and they are replaced by power control bits. The procedure is generally

known in the field and it is called symbol puncturing. The puncturing pattern

shows which symbols are removed from the frame and replaced with power
control bits.

Figure 2 of the appended drawing shows signal transmission from

25 the sender to the receiver in a telecommunications system. The information

to be transmitted is conveyed over a transmission channel, such as a radio

channel, modulated in a form suitable for the channel. Non-idealities of the

transmission channel, such as signal reflections, noise and interference

caused by other connections, will cause changes in the signal containing the

30 information, so the signal perceived by the receiver is never an exact copy of

the signal transmitted by the sender. By using channel coding the informa-

tion transmitted in digital systems can be made to tolerate better any non-

idealities of the transmission path. At the receiving end, the receiver corrects

the received signal in a channel corrector based on a channel estimate, that

35 is, with the aid of the channel characteristics known to itself, and it undoes
the modulation and channel coding used on the transmission channel.

BNSOOCID: <WO 9956407A2_I_>
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The mobile station MS is usually connected to a base station pro-

viding the best signal quality. For the duration of a handover during the call the

mobile station may in CDMA systems be simultaneously connected to several

base stations BS, until some base station signal turns out to be better than the

5 others, whereby the call is continued through this base station BS. A handover

of this kind is called soft handover.

In a mobile communications system environment, the reliable

transmission is disturbed by signal fading on the radio path. To compensate

for fading, various means have been developed in mobile communications

10 systems, such as reception diversity and power control as well as some so-

lutions based on diversity use of the transmission antenna. The published

patent application EP-741 465 presents one such transmission diversity so-

lution for implementation at the base station. In the publication, the mobile

station chooses the best signal out of several transmission antenna signals

15 and notifies the base station of this choice, whereupon the base station con-

tinues the transmission through this chosen antenna. The base station adds

a first packet identifier to the first data packet and transmits the first data

packet together with its identifier through one antenna. Correspondingly, the

base station adds the second packet identifier to the second data packet and

20 sends the second data packet together with its identifier through another

antenna. The mobile station receives both these transmissions and com-

pares the received signal levels with one another. Having chosen the opti-

mum transmission branch, the mobile station notifies the base station of the

chosen packet identifier in a control time slot. The base station sends the

25 transmission intended for the concerned mobile station by way of the indi-

cated antenna. According to the publication, the signals of several signal

connections are combined in the coding stage before the transmission is di-

rected to different transmission branches, so when using the antenna diver-

sity according to the publication, all user data is sent through the same cho-

30 sen transmission antenna branch. The method according to the publication is

suitable for use also when the transmission and reception frequencies are

different, that is, when frequency-division duplexing FDD is used.

It is a problem with known transmission antenna diversity methods

and with the solution of the EP publication described above that the choice of

35 antenna is centralised jointly for all subscriber connections, whereby all traffic

is directed for transmission by way of one antenna. Thus, the solution of the
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EP publication is not suitable for setting up several simultaneous subscriber

connections by way of different antennas. It is another problem that the an-

tenna chosen by a mobile station may be misinterpreted at the base station,

when the choice notification is based on information of one bit or a few bits in

5 the individual message. Due to data transmission errors, this information

may be erroneous in the reception. If the base station misinterprets the an-

tenna chosen by the mobile station and then transmits by way of the misin-

terpreted antenna, the data transmission quality will suffer from the base sta-

tion to the mobile station, as the mobile station assumes that the transmis-

10 sion comes from the antenna it has chosen. The waiting value of the false

interpretation in the information may hereby be up to 0.5. If the choice of

antenna is misinterpreted at the base station, then e.g. the interpretation of

power control bits may fail in the downlink direction. A further problem with

the EP publication described above is that channels set up through different

15 antennas are not orthogonal in relation to one another, whereby they will

cause interference to each other.

Brief summary of the invention

The purpose of this invention is an individual choice of transmission

20 diversity antenna for each receiving unit and to ensure the quality of data

transmission through a reliable transmission antenna diversity.

These objectives are achieved through methods according to the

invention, which are characterised in that which is said in the independent

claims 1, 27, 28, 43 and 44. Advantageous embodiments of the invention are

25 presented in the dependent claims.

The invention also aims at an arrangement for implementing

transmission antenna diversity characterised in that which is said in the inde-

pendent claims 55, 59 and 60.

The invention is based on the idea that the receiving unit chooses

30 an optimum transmission antenna route for the transmitting unit, such as a

transmission antenna branch or a transmission antenna beam, based on in-

formation produced for the broadcasting transmitted by the transmitting unit

through each transmission antenna route or for the traffic channel transmis-

sion, and it announces its choice to the transmitting unit, which will connect

35 the transmission to one transmission antenna route based on this received

notification, independently of other subscriber connections.

BNSOOCID: <WO 9956407A2_L>
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In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the information is pro-

duced for the broadcasting in such a way that the broadcasting of the trans-

mission antenna route of each transmitting unit is shaped in such a signal

shaping manner individual for each antenna route, which identifies the an-

5 tenna routes. Such individual signal shaping methods are e.g. an antenna

route specific hash code, a hash code in parallel once or several times, a

symbol pattern, a frequency offset or channel coding.

In another embodiment of the invention, the information for the

broadcasting is produced in such a way that on the traffic channel of each

10 transmission antenna route an individual emission is transmitted, which iden-

tifies the transmission antenna route. It is advantageous that the transmitting

unit transmits user data through a transmission antenna route in accordance

with a message which it receives hereafter, so that the receiving unit is able

to verify the antenna route to be used for the transmission. In time division

15 systems it is also possible that the individual emission is the same on all

branches, but their transmission time slot is different. Hereby the combina-

tion of transmission time slot and identifier will determine the transmission

antenna route.

It is an advantage of this kind of transmission antenna diversity that

20 the quality of the data transmission will improve owing to the choice of an in-

dividual transmission antenna route. In addition, it is an advantage of the

transmission antenna diversity according to the invention that it is possible

therein independently to connect simultaneous subscriber connec-

tionsthrough some transmission antenna route chosen in accordance with

25 the invention, independently of the transmission antenna routes of other

subscriber connections.

One embodiment of the invention achieves both a reliable message

giving the antenna route choice information and a simple identification of the

antenna route to be used for the transmission, whereby the receiving unit will

30 always be aware of the transmission antenna route which is to be used for

the transmission. Some embodiments of the invention have the advantage

that they need less hash codes for spreading the transmission than in known

transmission diversity solutions, when every antenna route does not need its

own hash code.

35

BNSDOCID: <WO 99S6407A2_I_>
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List of figures

The invention will now be described more closely in connection with

preferable embodiments and referring to the examples shown in Figures 3 -

1 1 of the appended drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 shows the structure of a downlink CDMA traffic channel;

Figure 2 shows transmission of a signal over a transmission channel;

Figures 3a - 3d illustrate use of transmission antennas in accordance with

the invention on a connection between a base station BS and a

mobile station MS
Figures 4a and 4b show by way of example the structure of a unit's broad-

cast embodying the invention;

Figures 5a and 5b show the structure of a transmitting unit for embodying the

transmission of a traffic channel in accordance with the invention;

Figure 6 shows the structure of common channels and traffic channels in

accordance with the invention;

Figures 7a and 7b show the structures of a transmitting unit and a receiving

unit for embodying the choice of transmission antenna branch in

accordance with the invention and for verifying the connected an-

tenna branch;

Figure 8 illustrates the use of transmission antenna beams in accordance

with the invention on a connection between a base station BS and

a mobile station MS;

Figure 9 shows by way of example a situation where the functionality in ac-

cordance with the invention is implemented on a simultaneous

connection between one mobile station MS and several base sta-

tions BS;

Figure 10shows by way of example a situation where the functionality in ac-

cordance with the invention is implemented in a broadcast accord-

ing to the invention between one mobile station MS and several

base stations BS ;

Figures 11a and 11b are flow charts of the method in accordance with the

invention; and

Figure 12shows by way of example another situation where the functionality

in accordance with the invention is implemented on a simultaneous
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connection between one mobile station MS and several base sta-

tions BS.

Detailed description of the invention

5 In the following, the invention will be described more closely in the

light of a preferable embodiment of the invention and referring to Figures 3a

and 3b. Figures 3a and 3b show by way of example a radio communication

between only one base station BS and only one mobile station MS.

In the example shown in Figure 3a there are three transmission

10 antennas ANT1 - ANT3 at base station BS, which antennas are located at a

sufficient distance from each other. It is advantageous to locate the trans-

mission antennas at a mutual distance of 10 - 20 wave lengths at the base

station, so that by transmission diversity a difference is achieved in the route

travelled by the signal and, on the other hand, so that the delay between the

1 5 different signal routes would not become too long. The base station transmits

through each transmission antenna ANT1 - ANT3 on a common channel a

broadcast signal intended for all mobile stations, but individually shaped for

each antenna branch. The mobile station MS receives the common trans-

mission of all antennas ANT1 - ANT3 and of these received signals it deter-

20 mines which one is best, e.g. based on the signal level, the SIR (Signal to

Interference Ratio) or the distance attenuation.

In Figure 3b the mobile station MS notifies the base station BS of

its choice of the best antenna branch with the aid of the method of signal

shaping which it has detected in the common channel signal of the con-

25 cemed antenna branch. The transmission of base station BS to mobile sta-

tion MS is continued based on the antenna choice information received by

the base station through one transmission antenna branch only, in the ex-

ample shown in Figure 3b through antenna ANT2.

Figure 3c shows a corresponding antenna choice process in the

30 case of two mobile stations MS1 and MS2. Both mobile stations MS1 and

MS2 receive the broadcast signal of all transmission antenna branches of

the base station BS. Each broadcast signal is shaped by a antenna branch

specific method of signal shaping. Based on the broadcast signals, each

mobile station MS1 and MS2 chooses the optimum transmission antenna

35 branch for itself and notifies the base station BS of its choice. In the example

shown in Figure 3d, base station BS continues the communication with mo-

BNSDOCID: <WO S9S6407A2 I >
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bile station MS1 through transmission antenna ANT2 and with mobile station

MS2 through transmission antenna ANT3.

It is advantageous to have base station BS on the traffic channel

also transmit an identifier identifying the antenna branch to be used for the

5 transmission or to shape the user data to be transmitted on the traffic chan-

nel in accordance with the signal shaping method of the antenna branch to

be used for the transmission, whereby mobile station MS is able to verify the

antenna branch to be used for the transmission. Hereby mobile station MS
identifies, which antenna branch is actually used for the transmission at the

10 base station. The transmission antenna branch used by base station BS may
be the same or a different antenna branch than the one chosen by the mo-
bile station as the best antenna branch, depending on how successfully the

antenna choice message relayed by the mobile station is interpreted at the

base station. With the aid of the emission identifying the antenna branch to

15 be relayed on the traffic channel, mobile station MS, however, is able in ac-

cordance with the present invention to check and identify the transmission

antenna branch connected for use in the connection.

Figures 4a and 4b show detailed examples of implementations of

the transmission of a common channel in accordance with the present in-

20 vention for transmission through the antennas of all base stations, as is

shown in Figure 3a described above. The example in Figure 4a shows those

parts of the structure of the transmitting unit which are essential to the inven-

tion, e.g. of the transmitter unit at base station BS. The signal to be trans-

mitted may be coded in coder 41 and then the coded signal may be inter-

25 leaved in interleaving unit 42. The functionality of units 41 and 42 is not nec-

essarily needed, if coding and interleaving of the transmission of the com-

mon channel is not desirable, so of these units one or both may be left out.

In accordance with the invention. The signal is divided at the S/P unit 43

(serial to parallel) to all transmission antenna branches, in the example

30 shown in Figure 4a to antenna branches 44 - 46. In the following, the struc-

ture of antenna branches will be described with the aid of antenna branch

44. In the antenna branch leading to antenna ANT1, the signal is scattered,

spread and modulated in unit 47. In the example shown in Figure 4a, scat-

tering is performed in accordance with the invention in all antenna branches

35 using the same hash code W0 , , however, so that the scattering result of the

different antenna branches is different at the symbol level. In unit 47 a sym-

BNSDOC1D: <WO 9966407A2_I_>
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bol pattern of the hash code is thus used for scattering the signal. The RF

unit 48 converts the signal from baseband to radio frequency before the sig-

nal is transmitted onto the radio path through ANT1

.

The structure of the other antenna branches 45 and 46 in Figure 4a

5 is the same as the one described above, except as regards the symbol pat-

tern of the hash code W0 of unit 47. The symbol patterns of the different an-

tenna branches are preferably mutully orthogonal, whereby the interference

caused by transmissions to one another is reduced, especially when the sig-

nals arrive in the receiving unit with the same delay. The symbol pattern may

10 be e.g. in the form of

+- +- in one antenna branch and in the form of ++ in another antenna

branch. The symbol patterns modulate the same hash code. The receiving

unit must hereby integrate e.g. over two or four symbols, so that the signals

can be distinguished from one another. The receiving unit identifies the sig-

15 nals transmitted from the different antennas by the hash code symbol pattern

used in their scattering. Hereby the signal shaping method in accordance

with the invention which is established for the antenna branch is such an in-

dividual symbol pattern for each transmission antenna branch, by which the

signal to be transmitted is shaped, and which thus identifies each antenna

20 branch.

The broadcast of the common channel is preferably transmitted

continuously from all antenna branches at an equal standard power. Should

the standard power to be transmitted differ in the different antenna branches,

information about the transmission power ought to be sent to the recipient in

25 connection with the broadcast, so that the receiving unit, such as mobile sta-

tion MS, will be able to compare the reception level of the signals it receives

from the different antenna branches. The broadcast of the common channel

is transmitted constantly from all antenna branches.

Figure 4b correspondingly shows another example for implementa-

30 tion of the transmission of the common channel. Compared with Figure 4a,

the example in Figure 4b is additionally provided with a coder ENC2 50 per-

forming repeated coding, owing to which the same information may be sup-

plied to each antenna branch 44 - 46 as to the others. This coder ENC2 50,

too, is optional and it may be left out of the implementation, if desired. The

35 example shown in Figure 4b also differs from the one described in connec-

tion with Figure 4a as regards the unit performing signal scattering, spread-
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ing and modulation in antenna branches 44 - 46. In unit 49 of antenna

branch 44, the signal is scattared by hash code Wi, which is an individual

hash code for each antenna branch. In antenna branch 45, the scattering is

correspondingly performed with hash code W2 and in antenna branch 46

5 with hash code W3 . The different hash codes are preferably mutually or-

thogonal. The receiving unit identifies the signals transmitted from the differ-

ent antennas by the hash code Wj used in their scattering. Hereby the signal

shaping method according to the invention which is established for the an-

tenna branch is an individual hash code for each transmission antenna

10 branch which identifies each antenna branch.

In addition to the examples shown above, the signal shaping

method which identifies the antenna and which is to be arranged for the

common channel may be a different frequency offset value to be established

in the signal processing in the different antenna branches, or different chan-

15 nel coding, such as CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check), b|ock coding or con-

volution coding, or the same hash code used in signal scattering in the dif-

ferent antenna branches may be modulated in parallel one time or many

times so that hash codes of different lengths are modulated in each antenna

branch, e.g. hash code W0 , in one antenna branch, with hash codes W0W0

20 and W0-Wo , in parallel in another antenna branch, and so on. The signal

shaping method to be established for the antenna branch may also be a

combination of the shaping methods mentioned above. The signal shaping

method established for each transmission antenna branch is preferably or-

thogonal compared with the signal shaping methods of the other antenna

25 branches, e.g. orthogonal hash codes or symbol patterns.

Figure 5a shows the structure of a transmitting unit in accordance

with the invention as regards the traffic channel transmission. On the traffic

channel, the user data is coded in coder 51 and it is interleaved in unit 52. In

unit 53 the signal is scattered by hash code W, it is spread and modulated.

30 The operation of unit 53 may be controlled based on an interpretation 59 of

an antenna choice message received from the mobile station, so that owing

to the signal shaping method according to the invention which is individual

for the transmission antenna branch, an identifier identifying the transmission

antenna branch is formed on the traffic channel. Such a signal shaping

35 method established for the antenna branch may be e.g. a symbol pattern as

described above in connection with the common channel transmission, a

BNSOOCID: <WO 99S6407A2_L>
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hash code, a hash code in parallel once or several times, a frequency offset,

channel coding or a combination of those mentioned above. Switch 54

switches to the transmission antenna the shaped signal to be transmitted,

based on an interpretation 59 of the received antenna choice message. The

5 functionality of switch 54 may also be implemented by some known state-of-

the-art switching arrangement. The signal is converted from baseband to ra-

dio frequency in RF unit 48 of the connected antenna branch 44, 45 or 46.

The shaped user data signal is transmitted onto the radio path through the

antenna of the connected antenna branch. The signals of the other sub-

10 scriber connections are combined to the transmission antennas before the

conversion in RF unit 48.

Figure 5b shows by way of example a combination of the signals of

traffic channels TCH1 - TCH3 of three subscriber connections before the

transmission to the radio path. The signal of traffic channel TCH1 is scat-

15 tered by hash code W1 and spread out. using the switch SWITCH1. The

shaped signal of traffic channel TCH1 is connected to the transmission an-

tenna based on an interpretation CONTROL1 of the received antenna choice

message. Correspondingly, the same procedure is used as regards the

other traffic channels TCH2 and TCH3. The signals of different traffic chan-

20 nels to be connected to the same antenna are combined with each other af-

ter the traffic channel specific switches before the RF conversion. When de-

sired, the traffic channel signal may be shaped in accordance with the inter-

pretation of the antenna choice method by a signal shaping method which is

individual for the antenna branch before switching of the switch SWITCH1-3.

25 In accordance with the above description, an antenna branch spe-

cific identifier may be added to the signal to be sent on the traffic channel, or

the signal to be transmitted may be shaped in accordance with the invention

by a transmission antenna specific signal shaping method, so that the mobile

station will be able to identify from which antenna branch the transmission

30 has taken place. Thus, signal shaping methods specific to the antenna

branches are e.g. the above-mentioned different hash codes, the same hash

code with different symbol patterns, a different frequency offset, a different

channel coding and/or a different number of the same hash code in parallel.

The signal shaping method to be established for the different antenna

35 branches is preferably orthogonal compared with the signal shaping methods

of the other antenna branches.

BNSOOCIO: <WO_9956407A2J_>
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The individual signal shaping method of the antenna branch on the

traffic channel may be the same as the one on the common channel or any

signal shaping method connected to it, so that the mobile station will identify

the connected antenna branch by the signal shaping method and will be able

5 to compare it with the signal shaping method of the antenna branch which it

has chosen. The individual signal shaping method for each antenna branch

may in the above-mentioned cases be the same for different subscriber con-

nections except in the case of different hash codes. By using the same hash

code in different antenna branches the advantage is achieved that less hash

10 codes are needed. In addition, the hash code used for the other subscriber

connections need not be changed, when the antenna branch used for one

connection is changed.

Figure 6 shows the structure of downlink channels in the case of

two transmission antenna branches, when an identifier identifying the an-

15 tenna branch is used on the traffic channels. The case shown as an example

in Figure 6 shows the signal shaping method which was described above in

connection with Figure 4a and which is based on an individual symbol pat-

tern. The common channels of the antenna branches of antennas ANT1 and

ANT2 as shown in the figure include a broadcast data item and a symbol

20 pattern which is individual for the antenna branch and which has been used

for shaping the bits of the broadcast data item. In the example shown in Fig-

ure 6, both common channels are scattered by hash code W0 . The symbol

pattern for the antenna branch of antenna ANT1 is in the form of

+- +- while the symbol pattern for the antenna branch of antenna ANT2 is in

25 the form of ++ ++. in accordance with the invention, the traffic channels in-

clude a user data item and an antenna branch symbol pattern item, which is

the symbol pattern of the antenna branch connected for use by each sub-

scriber connection. The symbol pattern may also be used for shaping bits of

the user data item. If e.g. for a connection communicating on traffic channel

30 TCHj an antenna ANT1 is connected in accordance with the invention for use

in transmission, the identifier identifying the antenna branch of the traffic

channel TCHj includes the symbol pattern +- +- and the data to be relayed

on the traffic channel may be shaped by using this symbol pattern. The traffic

channels TCH
t
- TCHW shown in Figure 6 are each scattered by their own

35 hash code Wi - Wi+4. In the beginning of the connection formed by base sta-

tion BS and mobile station MS, the base station in accordance with the state
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of the art notifies the mobile station MS on a control channel, e.g. on a call

channel, of the hash code to be used in the data transmission. During the

connection this hash code preferably remains the same, even if the trans-

mission antenna were to be changed during the communication. The symbol

5 pattern identifying the antenna may be located in a suitable place on the

common channel and on the traffic channel. Correspondingly, in the chan-

nels shown in Figure 6 the other signal shaping methods mentioned above

as examples are located along with the data bits shaped by them as well as

the identifiers identifying the antenna branch.

10 Figure 7a shows a comparison of transmission antenna branches

in the light of block diagrams of a transmitting unit 700 and a receiving unit

701. The figure shows only those parts of the units 700 and 701 which are

essential for the comparison and choice of the broadcast and transmission

antenna branches. The structure of the transmitting unit 700 is similar to the

15 structure described in connection with the example shown in Figure 4a for

shaping the common channel signal with antenna branch specific symbol

patterns. From all antennas ANT1 - ANT3 a common channel signal is

transmitted shaped by the individual symbol pattern of each antenna. In the

receiving unit, these three signals are received through antenna 710 and in

20 receiver 71 1 the signal is converted for baseband frequency. In decoder 712

the signal is demodulated and the spreading and scattering of the signal are

undone. The broadcast data is conducted for further processing elsewhere in

the receiving unit. A channel estimate for each signal is also formed in the

decoder. Detector 713 compares the received signals with one another, e.g.

25 the signal level, the signal-to-interference ratio SIR or the distance attenua-

tion, and it detects the individual signal shaping method of each signal. The

signal shaping method is detected before decoding. The antenna choosing

unit 714 chooses an antenna branch suitable for the transmission based on

the comparisons performed by detector 713, e.g. that antenna branch which

30 produces the best signal level. The antenna choosing unit 714 transmits the

signal shaping method of the chosen antenna branch to coder 715, which

adds this emission to the other coded data which is intended for transmission

to unit 700, either before or after coding. The information to be transmitted to

the transmitting unit 700 is shaped in transmitter unit 716 into the form re-

35 quired on the radio path and it is transmitted by way of antenna 717 onto the

radio path in a state-of-the-art manner.
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Figure 7b shows a connection of an antenna branch to a traffic

channel transmission in accordance with the invention in the light of block

diagrams of a transmitting unit 700 and a receiving unit 701. The figure

shows only those parts of units 700 and 701 which are essential for this

5 functionality. The antenna 717 of the receiving unit 701 thus in the manner
described in connection with Figure 7a transmits an emission stating the sig-

nal shaping method of the chosen antenna branch along with the other

transmission intended for the transmitting unit 700. The antenna 750 of the

transmitting unit 700 receives this signal and leads it to the receiver 751 for

10 conversion. The antenna 750 may also be one of the antennas ANT1 -

ANT3. In receiver 751 the baseband-converted signal is led to decoder 752,

which demodulates, undoes the spreading and scattering of the signal in a

state-of-the-art manner and separates the antenna choice message from

the other data. The received emission of the signal shaping method of the

15 antenna branch is led by route 59 to control the connecting to the antenna

branch used for the transmission of the user data to be transmitted from

transmitting unit 700 to receiving unit 701 and possibly to control the addition

of the antenna branch specific identifier to the user data or the shaping of the

user data. As regards the transmission side of the traffic channel, the struc-

20 ture of unit 700 is similar to the structure described in connection with Figure

5a , whereby the coded and interleaved user data is scattered by the hash

code reserved for the connection and it is spread out and modulated. In ad-

dition, the user data may be shaped with the signal shaping method estab-

lished for the antenna branch connected for the transmission or an antenna

25 branch specific identifier may be added to the user data. Signal shaping

methods are e.g. antenna branch specific hash codes, symbol patterns, the

use of a hash code in parallel once or several times, channel coding and/or

frequency offset. The antenna to be used for the transmission is determined

by the control 59, which controls switch 54 to switch to the transmitting an-

30 tenna the shaped signal to be transmitted, in the example shown in Figure

7b to antenna ANT2. The RF unit 48 of the antenna branch of antenna ANT2
converts the signal to be transmitted from baseband to radio frequency in a

state-of-the-art manner

.

The traffic channel user data transmitted through antenna ANT2 is

35 received through antenna 710 of the receiving unit 701 and it is led after the

conversion in receiver 711 to decoder 712, which demodulates, undoes the
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signal spreading and scattering. The traffic channel user data is supplied

elsewhere in the receiving unit for further processing. If an emission identify-

ing the transmission antenna branch has been added to the traffic channel,

the identifier identifying the antenna branch or the signal shaping method is

5 detected from the received signal in detector 720 and it is led to checking

unit 721 for verification of the antenna branch. The detector 720 may be im-

plemented so that it is integrated with detector 713 in Figure 7a. The check-

ing unit 721 compares the identifier identifying the antenna branch or the

signal shaping method with the corresponding ones of the antenna branch

10 chosen earlier as transmission antenna branch in unit 701. If the identifiers

or shaping methods are similar, it has been ensured that the the antenna

branch connected for transmission by transmitting unit 700 is the same as

the optimum antenna branch chosen by receiving unit 701. If the identifiers

or shaping methods are different from each other, checking unit 721 may
15 take the steps to be presented in the following, in accordance with the oper-

ating instructions established for the unit.

Firstly, checking unit 721 may notify decoder 712 through control

route 732, that the decoder must use the channel estimate of another an-

tenna branch for decoding the signal. Secondly, checking unit 721 may
20 through control route 731 control the transmitting side of receiving unit 701 to

change the transmission settings in the transmission of the next antenna

choice message. The signal including the next message may e.g. be con-

trolled so that it is transmitted at a higher power or it may be processed with

more powerful coding. Thirdly, checking unit 721 may make statistics of the

25 success of the antenna connection of transmitting unit 700 according to the

antenna choice messages given by receiving unit. If the success of the an-

tenna connection falls short of a pre-established threshold level, checking

unit 721 may through route 731 control the transmitting side of receiving unit

701 to send to transmitting unit 700 a message that the antenna choice

30 functionality may/must be turned off. Having received this message, trans-

mitting unit. 700 will choose the antenna branch for transmission in some
state-of-the-art manner.

The foregoing was a description of a preferred embodiment of the

invention in a case where several transmission antenna branches are used.

35 In the following, the preferred embodiment of the invention will be described

with reference to Figure 8 in a case where several antenna beams of a vari-
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able beam antenna are used. Figure 8 shows antenna beams B1 - B3 of a

variable beam antenna group located at base station BS. For the sake of

clarity, the figure shows three antenna beams only, but when using a dy-

namic antenna, more such antenna beams can of course be formed. Figure

5 8 also shows the antenna beam B4 of an omnidirectional antenna. Each one

of these antenna beams can be understood as corresponding to one trans-

mission antenna branch of the example described above. In accordance with

the present invention, base station BS transmits a common channel through

each antenna beam B1 - B4. The signals to be transmitted through the dif-

10 ferent antenna beams have been shaped in the manner described above by

an antenna beam specific signal shaping method. Mobile station MS re-

ceives all common channel signals, it compares the signals with one another

and chooses the optimum transmission antenna beam. Mobile station MS
notifies the base station of its antenna beam choice among the data to be

15 transmitted. Based on the received antenna beam choice message, base

station BS connects the user data to be transmitted to one antenna beam
and shapes the user data to be transmitted with the signal shaping method

of the transmission antenna beam which is to be used. Mobile station MS
verifies the transmission antenna beam used for the transmission by this

20 signal shaping method and, if required, it may take e.g. the steps presented

above in case of a false antenna beam connection.

The invention was described above in the case of a connection

between one base station BS and one mobile station MS. Figure 9 shows

the first embodiment of the invention in a situation, where mobile station MS
25 is simultaneously connected with more than one base station, but the func-

tionality according to the invention is applied to one connection only. In the

example shown in Figure 9, the functionality according to the invention is ap-

plied to the connection between mobile station MS and base station BS3,

whereby for the connections between mobile station MS and base stations

30 BS1 and BS2 some such transmission antenna route is used, which is cho-

sen by some state-of-the-art method. In the situation shown in Figure 9, e.g.

in a soft handover situation, base station BS3 thus through all its transmis-

sion antennas ANT1 and ANT2 transmits a common channel, whose signal

has been shaped by a transmission antenna beam specific signal shaping

35 method. Mobile station MS compares the received signals with one another

and chooses the optimum transmission antenna branch for base station
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BS3. Mobile station MS transmits to the base stations the antenna choice

message among the data to be transmitted, but only base station BS3 inter-

prets this data and uses the received and interpreted data for connecting the

transmission antenna branch. Base station BS3 transmits user data intended

5 for mobile station MS through the antenna branch which it has connected for

the transmission. To this user data may be added an emission identifying the

connected transmission antenna branch as described above, mobile station

MS may verify the transmission antenna branch of base station BS3 by the

identifier or signal shaping method which it has detected from the received

10 signal and it may when required take e.g. the steps presented in connection

with the description of Figure 7b. In a soft handover situation as the one

shown in Figure 9, the mobile station MS may e.g. in the soft handover mes-

sage notify the network of the connections of base station BS to which the

functionality of the invention is to be applied .

15 Figure 10 shows the method in accordance with the invention in a

case of a broadcast signal of several base stations. According to the inven-

tion, through each antenna of the base stations BS1 - BS3 shown as exam-

ples in Figure 10 such a broadcast signal is transmitted, which includes an

individual emission identifying the transmission antenna branch. Mobile sta-

20 tion MS receives these signals and based on them it chooses the optimum

transmission antenna branch in the same manner as in the case of one base

station. Mobile station MS sends a message of its antenna choice to the

network. Based on the received antenna choice message, some transmis-

sion antenna ANT1 or ANT 2 of some base station BS1 - BS3 is connected

25 for the communication. In a case of several antennas, the antenna choice

message may have to be sent with several bits, so that each antenna will be

identified in a manner different from the others. Hereby the bits of the an-

tenna choice message may also be coded better than normally in order to

ensure a safer data transmission. This example can be understood as de-

30 scribing a swift hard handover situation.

In another embodiment of the invention, an emission identifying the

antenna branch is also formed in the broadcast signal by adding to the signal

an identifier which is individual for each antenna branch. Hereby in a state-

of-the-art manner such a common channel is transmitted through all antenna

35 branches, to which, besides the broadcast data, is added an identifier which

is individual for each antenna branch. Mobile station MS receives all these
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signals and compares the signals with one another and chooses the opti-

mum signal for reception hereafter. Mobile station MS makes known this

antenna branch identifier of its choice to base station BS, which upon study-

ing the message of the mobile station will transmit user data through that

5 antenna branch, which the base station BS understood to be the choice of

mobile station MS. Through the connected transmission antenna branch

user data is transmitted in accordance with the invention on the traffic chan-

nel and, when desired, the individual identifier of the antenna branch, which

when received and interpreted by mobile station MS enables the mobile sta-

10 tion to verify the used transmission antenna branch and when required to

take steps in case the transmission antenna branch was misinterpreted at

the base station.

Corresponding to the above description of the preferred embodi-
ment of the invention with reference to Figure 8, also a secondary embodi-

15 ment of the invention may be implemented by using instead of transmission

antenna branches transmission antenna routes, e.g. transmission antenna
beams. Also the soft handover situation presented above in connection with

the description of Figure 9 or the functionality of the example shown in Fig-

ure 10 may be implemented by the secondary embodiment of the invention.

20 Figures 1 1 a and 1 1 b are flow charts of the method according to the

invention. At point 101 the base station transmits a broadcast signal through

all its transmission antenna routes, such as from all transmission antennas

and/or antenna beams. Each broadcast signal includes an individual emis-

sion identifying the transmission antenna route, such as a signal shaping

25 method or a route identifier. At point 102 mobile station MS compares the

received common channel signals, e.g. based on the signal level, the signal-

to-interference ratio or the distance attenuation. Based on these signals,

mobile station MS chooses the optimum transmission antenna route (point

103) and notifies the base station BS of its choice of antenna route (point

30 104). The antenna route choice message from mobile station MS to base
station BS may be relayed by symbol puncturing in an uplink signal, such as

a power control command, or by time multiplexing. The bits of the antenna

route choice message may also be used to replace at least some of the

power control bits to be transmitted in the uplink signal, however, preferably

35 in such a manner that power control will still succeed in a state-of-the-art

manner. The bit or bits stating the choice of antenna route can also be effec-
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tively coded against possible transmission errors. Based on the received

antenna route choice message, base station BS connects one antenna route

for the traffic channel transmission and through this antenna route it trans-

mits a user data signal, which preferably includes an emission identifying the

5 connected antenna route (point 105). At point 106 verification takes place in

the mobile station of the connected transmission antenna route based on the

emission identifying the antenna route which is detected from the received

signal. At point 107 a check is made in mobile station MS, of whether the

connected antenna route is in accordance with the chosen optimum antenna

10 route. If the connected route is not in accordance with the choice, some of

the alternative procedures A, B or C shown in Figure 11b will be carried out..

In procedure A, the channel estimate of the connected antenna route is

used for the decoding in the mobile station (point 108). In procedure B, the

next antenna route choice is stated more effectively from mobile station MS

15 to base station BS (point 109), e.g. at a higher transmission power or by

coding the message with a better channel coding. In procedure C, statistics

are made of antenna route choice implementation (point 110). At point 111a

check is made of whether the antenna route choice has been successfully

implemented a sufficient number of times. If the choice has failed too often in

20 relation to an established threshold value, a message of this matter is

transmitted from mobile station MS to base station BS (point 112). Mobile

station MS may command/request the base station to turn off the functional-

ity according to the invention or it may allow the base station hereafter freely

to choose the antenna route to be connected.

25 Figure 12 illustrates the functionality of a third embodiment of the

invention. In the third embodiment of the invention, mobile station MS is con-

nected with more than one base station at the same time, e.g. in a soft han-

dover situation, and it chooses the transmission antenna branches of these

base stations in the manner according to the invention. In the example

30 shown in Figure 12, mobile station MS is connected with base stations BS1 -

BS3 at the same time, in each one of these base stations there are two

transmission antennas ANT1 and ANT2. In accordance with the above de-

scription, each base station BS1 - BS3 transmits a common channel through

all its transmission antennas ANT1 - ANT2. The signals to be transmitted

35 through the different antenna branches include an emission identifying the

transmission antenna branch, e.g. in the manner described above a signal
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shaping method or an antenna branch identifier, which differs from the emis-

sion identifying the other antenna of the same base station. The first anten-

nas ANT1 and the second antennas ANT2 of the different base stations

preferably have corresponding emissions identifying the antenna. Mobile

5 station MS receives all common channel signals, in the case shown in Figure

12 six common channels, and compares the received signal formed jointly by

the antennas ANT1 of all base stations with the signal formed jointly by the

antennas ANT2 of all base stations, e.g. the formed signal level, the signal-

to-interference ratio or the distance attenuation. Mobile station MS chooses

10 the optimum transmission antenna group ANT1 or ANT2 and transmits to the

base stations an antenna choice message among the data to be relayed to

the base stations. The base stations receive the message and according to

their interpretation they connect one of their transmission antenna branches

as the antenna branch to be transmitted. User data may be shaped on the

15 traffic channel in such a way that at the same time an emission identifying

the antenna branch to be used for the transmission is relayed to the mobile

station, e.g. the signal shaping method or the antenna branch identifier.

From this emission, the mobile station MS verifies the transmission antenna

branch used by each base station. If the connection of the transmission an-

20 tenna branch was not successful at all base stations in accordance with the

message of the mobile station, the mobile station may take e.g. the steps

presented in connection with the description of Figure 7b.

The choice and connection of antenna route according to the in-

vention may be carried out in time at standard intervals, e.g. every fourth

25 transmission time slot, or at any random moment

.

In a fourth embodiment of the invention, the functionality according

to the invention can be turned off for the time of a soft handover situation. If

the choice of transmission antenna route according to the invention is per-

formed at standard intervals of time, this may be implemented e.g. by a

30 message from mobile station MS to the network in a soft handover message.

Mobile station MS may make known in this message, that no antenna route

choice message in accordance with the invention will be transmitted for the

time being. When the soft handover situation is over, mobile station MS may
send to the network a message that the choice of antenna route continues or

35 it may simply send the antenna route choice message to the base station

among the data which is to be sent to the base station. If the choice of
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transmission antenna route is performed at a random moment, the function-

ality according to the invention can be most easily turned off for the time of a

soft handover situation in such a way that mobile station MS does not trans-

mit any antenna route choice messages during the soft handover situation,

5 but only after this situation.

In a fifth embodiment of the invention, the base station transmits

essentially at the same time through its several transmission antenna routes

to mobile station MS on the traffic channel an identifier identifying the indi-

vidual transmission antenna route, e.g. in the case shown in Figure 3a

10 through transmission antennas ANT1 - ANT3. Mobile station MS receives the

traffic channel signal of all transmission antenna routes and from these re-

ceived signals it determines which one is best, e.g. based on the signal level,

the SIR (Signal to Interference Ratio) or the distance attenuation. Mobile sta-

tion MS notifies base station BS of the best transmission antenna route of its

15 choice with the aid of an identifier which it has perceived in the traffic chan-

nel signal of the concerned transmission antenna route. With the aid of bit

sequences of the identifier it is also possible to improve the comparison of

signals of the transmission antenna routes in the receiving unit. Using these

it is e.g. possible to calculate the channel power or channel estimates for the

20 different transmission antenna routes. The transmission of user data to mo-

bile station MS is continued on the basis of the antenna choice information

received by the base station through one transmission antenna route only, in

the example shown in Figure 3b through antenna ANT2. The choice of

transmission antenna route in the receiving unit is preferably made from the

25 traffic channel signals of one time slot for the user data transmission of the

following time slot. Thus, on the traffic channel of each transmission antenna

route an identifier is transmitted for the choice of antenna route, but user

data is transmitted only through one transmission antenna route. The trans-

mission antenna routes are e.g. transmission antenna branches or transmis-

30 sion antenna beams.

It is advantageous that in the fifth embodiment of the invention

base station BS also among the user data transmits on the traffic channel an

identifier identifying the transmission antenna route for use in the transmis-

sion or that it shapes the user data to be transmitted on the traffic channel in

35 accordance with the signal shaping method of the transmission antenna

route to be used for the transmission, whereby mobile station MS will be able
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to verify the transmission antenna route to be used for the transmission, as

has been presented above in connection with the description of the other

embodiments.

Transmission antenna route specific signal shaping methods are

5 e.g. the different hash codes presented in connection with the other em-

bodiments, the same hash code with a different symbol pattern, a different

frequency offset, a different channel coding and/or a different number of

hash codes in parallel. The signal shaping method to be established for dif-

ferent transmission antenna routes is preferably orthogonal in comparison

10 with the signal shaping methods of the other antenna routes. The individual

signal shaping method of the transmission antenna route or the identifier

added to user data on the traffic channel may be the same as the identifier

used for the choice of antenna on the traffic channel or some signal shaping

method or identifier connected thereto, so that the mobile station will identify

1 5 the connected transmission antenna route and will be able to compare it with

the individual identifier of the transmission antenna route of its choice. The

individual identifier is added to the traffic channel e.g. by symbol puncturing,

time multiplexing or code multiplexing. The identifier to be used in the choice

of a transmission antenna route may be transmitted on traffic channels

20 through different transmission antenna routes at the same time and/or with

time division. Orthogonal symbol patterns or hash codes are preferably used

in simultaneous transmission. In time division transmission, the bit sequence

of the identifier may be the same as such, when it is possible owing to the

time division to interpret the identifier individually for the different antenna

25 routes. For example, in the case of two antenna routes, it is possible through

the first transmission antenna route on the traffic channel to transmit identi-

fier P1P2 - - and through the second transmission antenna route the identi-

fier - - P1 P2, wherein means that there is no transmission through the

route. To form an individual identifier for the transmission antenna route one

30 may also use any combination of the methods mentioned above.

In the fifth embodiment of the invention, the structure of downlink

traffic channels is similar to the traffic channels of the example shown in Fig-

ure 6. According to the invention, the traffic channels include a user data

item and the antenna route's symbol pattern item, which is the symbol pat-

35 tern of the antenna route connected for use by each subscriber connection.

The symbol pattern may also be used for shaping the bits of the user data
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item. The symbol pattern identifying the antenna route may be located in a

suitable place on the traffic channel. Correspondingly, the other signal

shaping methods mentioned above as examples, the data bits shaped by

them as well as the identifiers identifying the antenna route are located in the

traffic channels shown in Figure 6. If such an identifier is also used on the

traffic channel which verifies the antenna route connected for transmission of

user data, the symbol pattern item may be split up, whereby e.g. the first two

bits indicate the identifier for use in the choice of antenna route while the last

two bits indicate the identifier for use in the verification of the connected an-

tenna route. The identifier for use in the choice of antenna route may be

formed e.g. by treating some established standard data with an individual

signal shaping method.

In addition to that which has been described above, the fifth em-
bodiment of the invention may also be combined with the transmission of a

broadcast signal provided with an individual emission from all transmission

antenna branches as described earlier in connection with the preferred em-
bodiment of the invention. Hereby the choice of transmission antenna route

in the mobile station takes place based both on the traffic channel signal and
the broadcast signal.

The arrangement according to the fifth embodiment of the invention

described above includes instead of the broadcasting means identifying

means for transmitting an individual emission on the traffic channel through

each transmission antenna route, so that the emission will identify the trans-

mission antenna route. In other respects the arrangement of the fifth em-
bodiment of the invention is similar to the arrangement of the other embodi-

ments described above.

It is an advantage of the fifth embodiment of the invention that the

emission, which identifies the transmission antenna route and which is to be
transmitted through all transmission antenna routes, can be transmitted on
the traffic channel controlled by power control. Hereby the comparison of

traffic channel signals for the choice of antenna becomes more reliable,

when the variation in received power of these signals is less than without

power control, and, in addition, the interference caused elsewhere in the

network remains small. The mobile station may in a state-of-the-art manner
transmit power control commands to the base station in order to control the

transmission power of the traffic channel. The need for power control is de-
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termined in a state-of-the-art manner from the previous slot transmitted from
the base station. Power control is connection specific. Relative power differ-

ence information on the identifier part of different traffic channel transmis-

sions is sufficient for a comparison of traffic channel signals in accordance
with the invention. The traffic channel identifiers can also be transmitted with

the same power through different transmission antenna routes.

The fifth embodiment of the invention is especially advantageous in

the case of a few receiving units, e.g. a mobile station MS. The identifier for

use in the choice of transmission antenna route on the traffic channel may
be transmitted e.g. only to receivers applying the method according to the
invention as a point-to-point transmission. For the transmission of user data,

an optimum transmission antenna route is connected individually for each
receiving unit.

Although in the above fifth embodiment of the invention the appli-

cation of the invention was presented in connection with a traffic channel, the

invention can be used with the aid of any connection specific point-to-point

channel. Thus, the traffic channel described above as an example means
any connection specific channel.

The present invention may be applied together with any mobile

communications system. The most advantageous application of the invention

is the CDMA system, because multi-path channel estimates are constantly

available directly in a CDMA receiver, and they need not be counted sepa-
rately. The invention is especially advantageous in connection with a fre-

quency division duplex transmission FDD.
The drawings and the related explanation are only intended to il-

lustrate the inventive idea. As regards details, the transmission antenna di-

versity according to the invention may vary within the scope of the claims.

Although the invention was described above mainly in connection with the

choice of a downlink direction transmission antenna route transmitting from a
base station to a mobile station, the invention may also be used for choosing
an uplink direction transmission antenna route where the transmission is in

the other direction, that is, from terminal equipment to base station, if the

terminal equipment uses at least two transmission antennas and/or trans-

mission antenna beams located at a sufficient distance from each other. The
transmission antenna diversity according to the invention is suitable for im-

plementation with transmission antenna routes of different kinds, such as
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transmission antenna branches and/or transmission antenna beams, even

though the invention was described above mainly in connection with trans-

mission antenna branches.
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Claims

1. Method for implementing transmission antenna diversity in a

mobile communications system, which includes at least two receiving units

(MS, 701) and at least one transmitting unit (BS, 700), wherein there are at

5 least two transmission antenna routes (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3 f B4), in which

mobile communications system the receiving unit (MS, 701) and the trans-

mitting unit (BS, 700) are in data transmission connection with one another

over a radio path, in which method

broadcast is transmitted through each transmission antenna route

10 (44, 45, 46; B1 , B2, B3, B4) of the transmitting unit (BS, 700),

the optimum transmission antenna route is chosen with the aid of

broadcast signals in the receiving unit (MS, 701)

,

the chosen transmission antenna route is made known to the

transmitting unit (BS, 700),

15 user data is transmitted through the transmission antenna route

connected for use from the transmitting unit (BS, 700),

characterised in t h a t in the method

in the transmitting unit (BS, 700) data is produced in the broadcast

signal of each transmission antenna route which individualises the transmis-

20 sion antenna route (44, 45, 46; B1 f B2, B3, B4),

an identification is made in the receiving unit based on the data in-

cluded in the broadcast signal to find out from which transmission antenna

route each broadcast signal was transmitted,

based on the received antenna route choice message, the trans-

25 mission antenna route is connected individually to each receiving unit.

2. Method as defined in claim 1, characterized in that to

identify the transmission antenna route, an individual emission of the con-

nected transmission antenna route is added to the user data signal to be

transmitted.

30 3. Method as defined in claim 2, characterized in that the

connection of the transmission antenna route is checked in the receiving unit

(MS, 701) based on the individual emission added to the user data signal.

BNSDOCID: <WO_9956407A2_I_>
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4. Method as defined in claim 3, characterized in that to

check the connection of the transmission antenna route

the individual emission of the transmission antenna route con-

nected for transmission is compared with the signal shaping method of the

5 chosen optimum transmission antenna route.

5. Method as defined in claim 4, characterized in that

statistics are made on how the connection of the transmission an-

tenna route matches the chosen optimum transmission antenna route, and

the transmitting unit (BS, 700) is notified, when matching in terms

10 of quantity falls short of a pre-established threshold value.

6. Method as defined in claim 5, characterized in that in

the message to the transmitting unit (BS, 700) the transmitting unit is con-

trolled to choose a pre-established transmission antenna route.

7. Method as defined in claim 4, characterized in that the

15 transmission settings of the signal are changed in the transmission of the

next antenna route choice message, if the connection of the transmission

antenna diversity differs from the chosen optimum transmission antenna

route.

8. Method as defined in claim 7, characterized in that the

20 next signal including an antenna route choice message is transmitted with a

higher transmission power.

9. Method as defined in claim 7 or 8, characterized in that

the next antenna route choice message is coded with better channel coding.

10. Method as defined in claim 4, characterized in that the

25 channel estimate of the chosen optimum transmission antenna route is used

for breaking up the received user data, and

the connected transmission antenna route is established as the

chosen optimum transmission antenna route, when these routes are different

from each other.

30 11. Method as defined in claim 1or2, characterized in that

the transmission of each transmission antenna route (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3,

B4) is shaped by an individual signal shaping method, which is an individual

frequency offset.

12. Method as defined in claim 1 or 2, characterized in that

35 the transmission of each transmission antenna route (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3,
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B4) is shaped by an individual signal shaping method, which is an individual

hash code symbol pattern.

13. Method as defined in claim 1 or 2, characterized in that

the transmission of each transmission antenna route (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3,

B4) is shaped by an individual signal shaping method, which is an individual

hash code.

14. Method as defined in claim 1or2, characterized in that

the transmission of each transmission antenna route (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3,

B4) is shaped by an individual signal shaping method, wherein on different

antenna routes the signal is modulated by a different number of hash codes
in parallel.

1 5. Method as defined in claim 1or2, characterized in that

the transmission of each transmission antenna route (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3,

B4) is shaped by an individual signal shaping method, which is an individual

channel coding.

16. Method as defined in claim 1or2 f characterized in that

for each transmission antenna route (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3, B4) an individ-

ual signal shaping method is established, which is orthogonal in relation to

the signal shaping method of the other transmission antenna routes.

17. Method as defined in claim 1, characterized in that

broadcast is transmitted through each transmission antenna route (44, 45,

46; B1, B2, B3, B4) of the transmitting unit (BS, 700), so that the broadcast

signals of the different transmission antenna routes include at least one in-

formation part which is the same.

18. Method as defined in claim 17, characterized in that

broadcast is transmitted through each transmission antenna route (44, 45,

46; B1 , B2, B3, B4) of the transmitting unit (BS, 700), so that the information

part is the same in the broadcast signal of the different transmission antenna
routes .

19. Method as defined in claim 1, characterized in that

broadcast is transmitted through each transmission antenna route 44, 45, 46;

B1, B2, B3, B4) of the transmitting unit (BS, 700), so that the broadcast sig-

nal is divided between the different transmission antenna routes.

20. Method as defined in claim 1 in a mobile communications sys-

tem, wherein there are at least two receiving units (MS) and at least two
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transmitting units (BS1, BS2, BS3) simultaneously in data transmission con-

nection with each other over a radio path, characterised in that

based on the broadcast signals of the transmitting units (BS1, BS2, BS3) a

choice is made in unit (MS) of the optimum transmission antenna route com-

5 bination, which includes one transmission antenna route of each transmitting

unit (BS1,BS2, BS3)

.

21. Method as defined in claim 1 in a mobile communications sys-

tem, wherein there are at least two receiving units (MS) and at least two

transmitting units (BS1, BS2, BS3), characterised in that based on

10 the broadcast signals of the transmitting units (BS1, BS2, BS3) a choice is

made in unit (MS) of the optimum transmission antenna route.

22. Method as defined in claim 1, characterized in that an

antenna route choice message is coded for transmission to the transmitting

unit (BS, 700).

15 23. Method as defined in claim 1 in a mobile communications sys-

tem, where in the transmitting unit (BS, 700) there are at least two transmis-

sion antenna branches (44, 45, 46), in which method

broadcast is transmitted from each antenna (ANT1, ANT2, ANT3)

of the transmission antenna branch of the transmitting unit (BS, 700)

20 based on the broadcast signals a choice is made in the receiving

unit (MS, 701) of the optimum transmission antenna branch,

the chosen transmission antenna branch is made known to the

transmitting unit (BS, 700),

user data is transmitted from the transmitting unit BS, 700) through

25 the transmission antenna branch connected for use,

characterised in that in the method

in the transmitting unit (BS, 700) such data is produced in the

broadcast signal of each transmission antenna branch which individualises

each transmission antenna branch (44, 45, 46)

30 an identification is made in the receiving unit (MS, 701) based on

the data included in each broadcast signal, to find out from which transmis-

sion antenna branch the broadcast signal was transmitted,

based on the received antenna choice message, a transmission

antenna branch is connected individually to each receiving unit

BNSDOCID: <WO 9SS64Q7A2 I >
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independently of the transmission antenna branches connected to the other

receiving units.

24. Method as defined in claim 23, characterized in that

the chosen transmission antenna branch is identified with the aid of

5 the signal shaping method which is individual for the transmission antenna

branch,

for identification of the transmission antenna branch, an emission

individual for the transmission antenna branch connected for transmission is

added to the user data signal to be transmitted, and

1 0 based on this emission, the connection of the transmission antenna

branch is checked in the receiving unit (MS, 701 ).

25. Method as defined in claim 1 in a mobile communications sys-

tem, where in the transmitting unit (BS, 700) there are at least two transmis-

sion antenna beams (B1 , B2, B3, B4), in which method

15 broadcast is transmitted from each transmission antenna beam

(B1, B2, B3, B4) of the transmitting unit (BS, 700)

based on the broadcast signals, the optimum transmission antenna

beam is chosen in the receiving unit (MS, 701),

the chosen transmission antenna beam is made known to the

20 transmitting unit (BS, 700),

user data is transmitted through the transmission antenna beam

connected for use from the transmitting unit (BS, 700),

characterised in that in the method

in the transmitting unit (BS, 700) data individualising the transmis-

25 sion antenna beam (B1, B2, B3, B4) is produced in the broadcast signal of

each transmission antenna beam,

the data individualising the transmission antenna beam and in-

cluded in the broadcast signal is identified in the receiving unit (MS, 701),

based on the received antenna choice message, a transmission

30 antenna beam is connected to each receiving unit independently of the

transmission antenna beams connected to the other receiving units.

26. Method as defined in claim 25, characterized in that

the chosen transmission antenna beam is identified in the antenna

choice message with the aid of the signal shaping method which is individual

35 for the concerned transmission antenna beam,
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for identification of the transmission antenna beam, an emission

individual for the transmission antenna beam connected for transmission is

added to the user data signal to be transmitted, and

based on this emission, the connection of the transmission antenna

beam is checked in the receiving unit (MS, 701 ).

27. Method for implementing transmission antenna diversity in a

mobile communications system, wherein a receiving unit (MS, 701) and at

least one transmitting unit (BS, 700) are in data transmission connection with

each other over a radio path, in which transmitting unit (BS, 700) there are at

least two transmission antenna routes (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3, B4), in which

method

broadcast is transmitted through each transmission antenna route

(44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3, B4) of the transmitting unit (BS, 700), so that the

broadcast signals of the different transmission antenna routes include at

least the one same information part

,

the received broadcast signals of each transmission antenna route

are estimated in the receiving unit (MS, 701),

based on the broadcast signals, the optimum transmission antenna

route is chosen in the receiving unit (MS, 701).

the chosen transmission antenna route is made known to the

transmitting unit (BS, 700),

based on the received antenna route choice message, user data is

transmitted through the transmission antenna route connected for use from

the transmitting unit (BS, 700),

characterised in that in the method

at least one individual signal shaping method is established for

each transmission antenna route (44, 45, 46; B1 , B2, B3. B4)

the broadcast signal of each transmission antenna route is shaped

in the transmitting unit (BS, 700) by a signal shaping method which is indi-

vidual for each transmission antenna route (44, 45, 46; B1 , B2, B3, B4),

the chosen transmission antenna route is identified in the antenna

route choice message with the aid of the signal shaping method individual for

the concerned transmission antenna route, and
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to identify the transmission antenna route, an emission individual

for the transmission antenna route connected for use is added to the user
data signal to be transmitted.

28. Method for implementing transmission antenna diversity in a
mobile communications system, which includes at least two receiving units

(MS) and at least one transmitting unit (BS), wherein there are at least two
transmission antenna routes (44, 45, 46; B1

, B2, B3, B4), in which mobile
communications system the receiving unit (MS) and the transmitting unit

(BS) are in data transmission connection with each other over a radio path,

in which method

broadcast is transmitted through each transmission antenna route

(44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3, B4) of the transmitting unit (BS) together with an
identifier identifying each antenna route,

the received broadcast signals of each antenna route are estimated
in the receiving unit (MS),

the optimum transmission antenna route is chosen in the receiving

unit (MS) with the aid of the broadcast signals,

the chosen transmission antenna route is made known to the

transmitting unit (BS),

user data is transmitted through the transmission antenna route

connected for use from the transmitting unit (BS),

characterised in that inthe method

based on the received antenna route choice message, a transmis-

sion antenna route is connected individually for each receiving unit.

29. Method as defined in claim 28, characterized in that to

identify the transmission antenna route, an identifier identifying the transmis-

sion antenna route connected for transmission is transmitted among the user
data.

30. Method as defined in claim 29, characterized in that in

the receiving unit (MS) the connection of the transmission antenna route is

checked based on the identifier to be transmitted among the user data.

31
.
Method as defined in claim 30, characterized in that in

order to check the connection of the transmission antenna route
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the identifier of the transmission antenna route connected for

transmission is compared with the identifier of the chosen optimum transmis-

sion antenna route.

32. Method as defined in claim 31, characterized in that

5 statistics are made on the matching of the connected transmission

antenna route with the chosen optimum transmission antenna route, and

the transmitting unit (BS) is notified, when in terms of quantity the

matching falls short of a pre-established threshold value.

33. Method as defined in claim 32, characterized in that in

10 the message to the transmitting unit (BS) the transmitting unit is controlled to

choose a pre-established transmission antenna route.

34. Method as defined in claim 31, characterized in that in

the transmission of the next antenna route choice message the transmission

settings of the signal are changed, if the connection of the transmission an-

15 tenna route is different from the chosen optimum transmission antenna

route.

35. Method as defined in claim 34, characterized in that

the next signal including an antenna route choice message is transmitted

with a higher transmission power.

20 36. Method as defined in claim 34 or 35, characterized in

that the next antenna route choice message is coded with better channel

coding.

37. Method as defined in claim 31, characterized in that

the channel estimate of the chosen optimum transmission antenna route is

25 used for breaking up the received user data, and

the connected transmission antenna route is established as the

chosen optimum transmission antenna route, when these routes are different

from each other.

38. Method as defined in claim 28, characterized in that

30 the chosen transmission antenna route is made known to the transmitting

unit (BS) as implemented by symbol puncturing.

39. Method as defined in claim 29, characterized in that an

identifier identifying the transmission antenna route is added to the user data

in every transmission time slot.
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40. Method as defined in claim 29/ characterized in that an
identifier identifying the transmission antenna route is added to the user data

at least once during the concerned transmission of the transmission antenna
route.

41. Method as defined in claim 28 in a mobile communications
system, wherein the receiving unit (MS) and at least two transmitting units

(BS1, BS2 f BS3) are in a simultaneous data transmission connection with

each other over a radio path, characterised in that based on the

broadcast signals of the transmitting units (BS1, BS2, BS3) a choice is made
in the receiving unit (MS) of the optimum combination of transmission an-

tenna routes, which includes one transmission antenna route of each trans-

mitting unit (BS1 , BS2, BS3).

42. Method as defined in claim 28 in a mobile communications
system having at least two receiving units (MS) and at least two transmitting

units (BS1, BS2, BS3), characterised in that based on the broadcast

signals of the transmitting units (BS1, BS2, BS3) a choice of the optimum
transmission antenna route is made in the unit (MS).

43. Method for implementing transmission antenna diversity in a

mobile communications system, wherein a receiving unit (MS) and at least

one transmitting unit (BS) are in data transmission connection with each
other over a radio path, in which transmitting unit there are at least two

transmission antenna routes (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3, B4), in which method
broadcast is transmitted through each transmission antenna route

(44, 45, 46; B1 , B2, B3, B4) of the transmitting unit (BS),

the received brodcast signals of each antenna route are estimated

in the receiving unit (MS),

based on the broadcast signals, the optimum transmission antenna
route is chosen in the receiving unit (MS),

the chosen transmission antenna route is made known to the

transmitting unit (BS),

based on the received antenna route choice message, user data is

transmitted through the transmission antenna route connected for use from

the transmitting unit (BS),

characterised in that in the method
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to identify the transmission antenna route, an identifier identifying

the transmission antenna route connected for use is transmitted among the

user data.

44. Method for implementing transmission antenna diversity in a

5 mobile communications system, which includes at least two receiving units

(MS, 701) and at least one transmitting unit (BS, 700), wherein there are at

least two transmission antenna routes (44, 45, 46; B1 , B2, B3, B4), in which

mobile communications system the receiving unit (MS, 701 ) and the trans-

mitting unit (BS, 700) are in a data transmission connection with each other

10 over a radio path, in which method

the chosen transmission antenna route is made known to the

transmitting unit (BS, 700),

user data is transmitted through the transmission antenna route

connected for use from the transmitting unit (BS, 700) on a connection spe-

15 cific channel,

characterised in that in the method

through each transmission antenna route such an individual emis-

sion is transmitted on a connection specific channel which identifies each

transmission antenna route,

20 the received signals of each transmission antenna route are esti-

mated in the receiving unit (MS, 701),

based on the signals of the transmission antenna routes, the opti-

mum transmission antenna route is chosen in the receiving unit (MS, 701),

and

25 based on the received antenna route choice message, a transmis-

sion antenna route is connected individually for each receiving unit.

45. Method as defined in claim 44, characterized in that to

identify the transmission antenna route, an identifier individual for the trans-

mission antenna route connected for use is added to the user data signal.

30 46. Method as defined in claim 45, characterized in that

based on the individual emission added to the user data signal, the connec-

tion of the transmission antenna route is checked in the receiving unit (MS,

701).

47. Method as defined in claim 44 or 45, characterized in

35 that the transmission of the connection specific channel of each transmission
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antenna route (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3, B4) is shaped by an individual signal

shaping method, which is an individual frequency offset.

48. Method as defined in claim 44 or 45, characterized in

that the transmission of the connection specific channel of each transmission

5 antenna route (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3, B4) is shaped by an individual signal

shaping method, which is an individual hash code symbol pattern.

49. Method as defined in claim 44 or 45, characterized in

that the transmission of the connection specific channel of each transmission

antenna route (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3, B4) is shaped by an individual signal

10 shaping method, which is an individual hash code.

50. Method as defined in claim 44 or 45, characterized in

that the transmission of the connection specific channel of each transmission

antenna route (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3, B4) is shaped by an individual signal

shaping method, wherein on the different antenna routes the signal is

1 5 modulated by a different number of hash codes in parallel.

51 . Method as defined in claim 44 or 45, characterized in

that the transmission of the connection specific channel of each transmission

antenna route (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3, B4) is shaped by an individual signal

shaping method, which is an individual channel coding.

20 52. Method as defined in claim 44 or 45, characterized in

that for each transmission antenna route (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3, B4) an in-

dividual signal shaping method is established, which is orthogonal in relation

to the signal shaping method of the other transmission antenna routes.

53. Method as defined in claim 44 or 45, characterized in

25 that on the connection specific channel an individual identifier is transmitted

which identifies the transmission antenna route.

54. Method as defined in claim 44 or 45, wherein

broadcast is transmitted through each transmission antenna route

(44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3 f B4) of the transmitting unit (BS, 700),

30 the received broadcast signals of each transmission antenna route

are estimated in the receiving unit (MS, 701),

characterised in that in the method

based on the signals of the connection specific channel and the

broadcast signals of each transmission antenna route, the optimum trans-

35 mission antenna route is chosen in the receiving unit (MS, 701).
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55. Arrangement for implementing transmission antenna diversity

in a mobile communications system, which includes at least two receiving

units (MS, 701) and at least one transmitting unit {BS, 700), wherein there

are at least two transmission antenna routes (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3, B4), in

5 which mobile communications system the receiving unit (MS, 701) and the

transmitting unit (BS, 700) are in a data transmission connection with each

other over a radio path, characterised in that the arrangement in-

cludes

in the transmitting unit (BS, 700):

10 broadcasting means (43, 47) for transmitting a broadcast signal

through each transmission antenna route, so that information individualising

the transmission antenna route is produced in the signals to be transmitted
,

switching means (54) for connecting the individual transmission

antenna route to the transmission of user data, and

15 in the receiving unit (MS, 701 ):

choosing means (713, 714) for choosing an optimum transmission

antenna route based on the received broadcast signals and for notifying the

transmitting unit of the choice.

56. Arrangement as defined in claim 55, characterised in

20 that it also includes in the transmitting unit (BS, 700):

communication means (53) for shaping the user data to be trans-

mitted in such a way that it identifies the connected transmission antenna

route.

57. Arrangement as defined in claim 56, characterised in

25 that it also includes in the receiving unit (MS, 701

)

verification means (721) for verifying the transmission antenna

route of the connected user data.

58. Arrangement as defined in claim 56, characterised in

that it also includes in the transmitting unit (BS, 700)

30 a control (59) responding to the message of the choosing means of

the receiving unit to control the switching means (54) and the communication

means (53).

59. Arrangement for implementation of transmission antenna diver-

sity, which arrangement includes a receiving unit (MS, 701) and at least one

35 transmitting unit (BS, 700), which are in a data transmission connection with

BNSDOCIO <WO 9956407A2_I_>
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each other over a radio path, in which transmitting unit (BS, 700) there are at

least two transmission antenna routes (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3, B4),

characterized in that the arrangement includes

in the transmitting unit (BS, 700):

5 broadcasting means (43, 47) for transmission of a broadcast signal

through each transmission antenna route in such a way that each signal to

be transmitted is individually shaped to identify its transmission antenna

route,

communication means (54, 53) for connecting the transmission

10 antenna route to the transmission of user data and for shaping the user data

to be transmitted in such a way that it identifies the connected transmission

antenna route, and

in the receiving unit (MS, 701 ):

choosing means (713, 714) for choosing the optimum transmission

15 antenna route based on the received broadcast signals and for notifying the

transmitting unit of the choice.

60. Arrangement for implementation of transmission antenna diver-

sity in a mobile communications system, which includes at least two receiv-

ing units (MS, 701) and at least one transmitting unit (BS, 700), wherein

20 there are at least two transmission antenna routes (44, 45, 46; B1, B2, B3,

B4), in which mobile communications system the receiving unit (MS, 701)

and the transmitting unit (BS, 700) are in a data transmission connection with

each other over a radio path, characterised in that the arrangement

includes

25 in the transmitting unit (BS, 700):

identification means for transmitting an individual emission on a

connection specific channel through each transmission antenna route, so

that the emission will identify the transmission antenna route,

switching means (54) for connecting the individual transmission

30 antenna route to the transmission of user data, and

in the receiving unit (MS, 701 ):

choosing means (713, 714) for choosing the optimum transmission

antenna route based on the received signals of each transmission antenna

route and for notifying the transmitting unit of the choice.
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61 . Arrangement as defined in claim 60, characterised in

that it also includes in the transmitting unit (BS, 700):

communication means (53) for shaping the user data to be trans-

mitted in such a way that it will identify the connected transmission antenna

5 route.

62. Arrangement as defined in claim 61, characterised in

that it also includes in the receiving unit (MS, 701)

verification means (721) for verification of the transmission an-

tenna route of the connected user data.

10 63. Arrangement as defined in claim 61, characterised in

that it also includes in the transmitting unit (BS, 700)

a control (59) responding to the message of the choosing means of

the receiving unit to control the switching means (54) and the communication

means (53).

15 64. Traffic channel structure for relaying data from a transmitting

unit to a receiving unit over a radio path, which structure includes data to be

transmitted, characterised in that the data included in the traffic

channel structure has been shaped by a transmission antenna route specific

signal shaping method of the transmitting unit.

20 65. Traffic channel structure for relaying data from a transmitting

unit to a receiving unit over a radio path, which structure includes data to be

transmitted, characterised in that the traffic channel structure also

includes a transmission antenna route specific identifier of the transmitting

unit.

25
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